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REFERENCE

LATEST PROJECTS’ REFERENCES

Domingo Salotti was established in 1973, owned and operated as a family business to date.
For over fourty years present on the market, our team has now the necessary skills to meet the contract world needs.
 
Started its activity on the domestic field, today the company is a reliable manufacturer of high quality contract standard furniture. 
We gained over the years the experience to become the perfect partner for designers, architects and anyone who needs to specify articles for hotels, restaurants, disco-
teques, cruiseships or any other demanding environment.
 
We can resource the best solution for each project. Our partners can look into our continuously growing offer of standard items or find with us the most suitable bespoke 
alternative. We will assist them in the process of developing an idea, a personal intuition and made a tailored product from it.
 
Strictly Made In Italy production and diligent commitment to quality and customer satisfaction: these are our work features. We’ll be glad to help you in achieving your 
goals and satisfy your needs.

Qatar University - Library - http://www.qu.edu.qa/index.php
Hotel Du Golf, Marrakech - http://www.hoteldugolf-marrakech.com/en/#rooms                                                
i-Suite 5 star hotel, Rimini - http://www.i-suite.it                                                          
Active Leitners Hotel, Kaprun - http://www.active-kaprun.at/en/                                                                  
RADISSON Blu Carlton - Slovakia http://www.radissonblu.com/hotel-bratislava                                 
B4 4 star hotel chain - http://www.b4hotels.com/                             
MSC Crociere (Fantasia and Splendida ships) www.msccrociere.it                                                          
Moby Lines (Corse ship) - http://www.moby.it
Mariinsky Theatre San Petersburg - VIP area -  http://www.mariinsky.ru/en                          
Russian Embassy, Minsk                                                 Tourism Office, Milan                                                 Novosibirsk Airport lounge area                             

http://www.qu.edu.qa/index.php 
http://www.hoteldugolf-marrakech.com/en/#rooms
http://www.i-suite.it
http://www.active-kaprun.at/en/  
http://www.radissonblu.com/hotel-bratislava
http://www.b4hotels.com/ 
www.msccrociere.it 
http://www.moby.it
 http://www.mariinsky.ru/en


3Exit Lounge & Bar, Stockholm
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4Exit Lounge & Bar, Stockholm
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5Nightclub RED, JönKöping
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6Nightclub RED, JönKöping
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7Miles / Percy / Pouf  - Nightclub The Dome, Linköping 
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8Costum made, Ucraina 
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9Costum made, Ucraina
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10Costum made, Ucraina 
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11Costum made, Ucraina
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12Restaurant, Belgium
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13Donna - Honeycomb Skärholmen, Stockholm
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14Yo - Berry Ice Cream Shop, Oslo
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15Ice Cream Shop, Madrid 
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16Galleria Caffè, Helsinki 
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17Galleria Caffè, Helsinki
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18Caffè Jumbo, Vantaa
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19Caffè Jumbo, Vantaa
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20Addfood, Stockholm (courtesy of Citron Design)
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Hotel Dugolf, Marrakech
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Mc Donald’s,  Russia 
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I-Suite Hotel, Rimini
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I-Suite Hotel, Rimini
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Active by Leitner’s, Austria
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Active by Leitner’s, Austria
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Radisson Blu Carlton Hotel, Bratislava 
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Radisson Blu Carlton Hotel, Bratislava 
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Boscolo Hotel Exedra, Roma
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Divina Cruiseship, MSC Crociere
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Moby Lines Ferries
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Mariinsky Theatre (VIP lounge area), Saint Petersburg
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Morelli’s ice cream shops
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Morelli’s ice cream shops, KUALA LUMPUR



35Acquadome, Austria
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Acquadome, Austria
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Townhouse, Milan
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Hotel IBIS, Ucraina



39Aperol Terrace Cafè, Milano
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40B4 Hotel, Milan
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Bizzarro Day Dream spa, Milan
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Edenrock Discoteque, Italy
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Edenrock Discoteque, Rimini
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Pusha Congress Hotel, Kiev
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Pusha Congress Hotel, Kiev
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Interior Design Studio, Sweden



47Cruiser Hotel, Pesaro
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Katana restaurant, Sweden
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Tourism Office Piazza Duomo, Milan
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Tourism Office Piazza Duomo, Milan
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Restaurant, France
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Discoteque  L’Imprevue, Massiuex
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Restaurant, Stockholm
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Marina Verde Resort, Caorle
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Björn Borg head office, Sweden
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Restaurant, Stockholm



57Fashion atelier, Florence
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Reates Marine, Belgium
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Lounge bar, Antwerp
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Braschi fur shop, San Marino 
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Restaurant, Holland
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Restaurant, Holland
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SPA center, Holland
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Domingo Salotti for Vuelle-Scavolini basket team, Pesaro
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Custom made items produced in our premises under strict quality control
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Custom made items produced in our premises under strict quality control



67Custom made items produced in our premises under strict quality control
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Custom made items produced in our premises under strict quality control



69Custom made sofa produced on the base of a standard collection
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70Custom made sofa produced on the base of a standard collection
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www.domingo.it
www.adrenalina.it
Domingo Salotti s.r.l.
str. Romagna, 285
I - 61121 Pesaro - ITALY

Export Dept.    Tel. +39.0721.209714     
export@domingo.it

Comm.le Italia Tel. +39.0721.208080 
commerciale@domingo.it


